
S3 SeriesTM

Small Addressable Fire Alarm
 from Gamewell-FCI

Smart technology today
                   for a simple and safer tomorrow!



Intuitive Control  
              – When it matters most
The S3 SeriesTM from Gamewell-FCI applies touch-screen technology for an intuitive approach to fire 

alarm control. No longer the need for rows of buttons and puzzling switches, our touch-screen interface 

offers clear concise system operations; removing dangerous confusion during an emergency fire event.

Designed for protecting lives, straightforward interaction with the first responders and facility 

management is critical. Five (5) programmable function buttons provide quick and simple access 

to common service actions. The S3 SeriesTM fire alarm control panel provides a unique user 

experience – simpler than any other product in its class.

During an emergency fire event, getting information quickly and 

accurately is a critical component in protecting life and property. 

Yet fire alarms systems today have become more complicated 

and confusing than ever.

The Gamewell-FCI S3 SeriesTM small addressable fire alarm control panel 

is the only fire alarm in the market today that comes complete with a 4.3 

inch color touch-screen. Developed with the end-user in mind, we offer 

a fresh, simple solution for owners, facility managers and first respond-

ers. Much like consumer products today, our intuitive color touch-screen 

provides simple menu selections depending on the event, eliminating the 

need to navigate a myriad of buttons and confusing switches. 

“Simple solution offers touch-screen 
                 designed for human interaction”
Exceeding NFPA Standards, FM Approvals and UL listing requirements, 

the S3 Series offers a highly reliable, innovative fire alarm system for 

small to mid-size buildings. Known for our innovation in fire alarm and 

emergency communications technology, we recognize the market 

need for a simple fire alarm system that is easy to use, simple to install, 

budget friendly and most importantly, protects the building and its 

occupants with the best in advanced technology.

While other fire alarm providers offer basic systems, meeting minimal 

codes, none offer a proven commitment to engineering products 

focused on human intuition.



We Grow, Just Like Your Business
As buildings evolve and spread out, the fire alarm system must continue 
to protect those spaces. The Gamewell-FCI S3 SeriesTM fire alarm control 
panel can be scaled to meet any size budget, starting from a small simple installation 
to a multi-building project that develops over time. The system easily expands by plugging in a 2nd SLC loop card, 
eliminating the need to remove or replace the system with new expensive equipment. 

By adding our repeater module, the S3 SeriesTM panels can be networked together over a twisted-pair of wire or 
fiber optic connections allowing up to 122 panels seamlessly communicating between each other for growing facilities.  
Designed with our exclusive “Two-wire Technology,” networking S3 SeriesTM control panels drastically reduces wiring 

cost and installation time over the competition. 

Complete with an Ethernet port, the S3 SeriesTM will connect directly to our 
FocalPoint® Graphic Workstation for remote system monitoring. When and if your 
facility requires voice evacuation or mass notification protection, the S3 SeriesTM 
will communicate directly to our E3 SeriesTM Emergency Evacuation System 
utilizing distributed control for the most survivable protection.

Supports up to 
122 networked 
panels – that’s 
over 75,000 
devices

Typical
Gamewell-FCI 

S3 SeriesTM Installation
Smart Design for a Quick Setup 
Having a facility open on-time is important for any building owner. 
The fire alarm panel is usually the last piece of critical equipment installed, 
so it’s important to have a system that can be installed quickly. The S3 SeriesTM 
panel mounts either surface on the wall or between the studs for a foolproof 
semi-flush install. With our automatic system configuration, you have a fully 
functional fire alarm control panel installed in less than a day! 
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S3 Application 
for iPad, iPhone 
and Web 
Whats App? The Gamewell-FCI S3 Series 
app is! This interactive tool provides 
a real-life demonstration of the S3 Series fire 
alarm control panel touch screen display. 
It’s an ideal tool for dealers, building owners, 
or engineers.

With the S3 Series app, you can touch 
the fire alarm panel without the fear 
of making a mistake. Scenarios, like 
the panel going into alarm or into 
a trouble condition, are presented 
to the user just like they would 
be on a real S3 display. With 
the S3 app, you can educate 
users on how to interact with 
the S3 Series fire alarm panel 
and understand the system’s simple, easy-to-use controls. 
No longer will you have the “Fear of Fire Alarms.”

The S3 Series was designed to mimic your everyday touch 
screen devices, making it the easiest fire alarm panel 
in the market.

And now you can have it at your fingertips with the S3 app.

Still want more? The app also includes a library of datasheets, 
brochures, and specifications all included.

What makes this even more exciting? It was developed for Apple 
iOS devices and is also web based so if you don’t have your iPad 
with you, you can easily pull it up on your laptop! 

Download the S3 Series app from the iTunes App Store 
or from our website today.

Proven Solutions Protect
a Variety of  Applications 

Commercial

 “Because the system is so easy to use, our after-hours security 
guards can manage it on their own…”– Chief  Engineer, Lincoln 
Property Company

The Northwinds complex did not want to incur huge costs to upgrade 
the fire alarm system across multiple buildings or send people for 
endless fire alarm user training. With its touch screen technology 

the S3 provides a unique user experience, people can understand what the S3 panel is telling them and this 
helps to minimize tenant disruptions. It is simpler than any other product in its class and allows expansion 
to accommodate further building growth.

Education

 “Users range from custodial staff to teachers and administrators, 
so the familiar touch screen is a major advantage to improve 
usability.” – Director of Operations, Anderson School District Three

The S3 offers huge economical advantages to fit the budget 
limitations of school districts today. Rather than paying for remote 
annunicators to be placed at entrances of both schools, Anderson 

School District Three was able to place the S3 panel’s display there, which gives you the same system info 
and control as you would get if you were standing in front of the S3 Series fire alarm control panel in one 
of the schools’ offices.

Hospitality

 “The cost savings help offset the expense of the S3 panel compared 
to less expensive options,” – President, Midwest Electronic Systems

The Holiday Inn Express in Columbus, Missouri is New Construction 
Hotel with 121 Guest Rooms – mostly suites.

Larger guest rooms need two or more detectors. Only one detector 
in each room includes a sounder base, which emits the local, in-room 

alarm. The S3 system’s unique ability to program all of a room’s detectors to trigger the single sounder base 
saved equipment, wire and labor costs. Without this S3 functionality, each guest room detector would need 
to be hard-wired with its own sounder base. 

Click Here to go to the iTunes App Store Click Here to go to our website

https://itunes.apple.com/ai/app/s3-series/id984515458?mt=8
http://www.gamewell-fci.com/s3app


Technology and Tradition
Gamewell-FCI, a part of Honeywell Life Safety, (NYSE - HON) combines a long 
tradition of excellence in protecting life and property with an innovative approach 
to technology and a proven record of outstanding customer service. With its resources, 
expertise and experience, Gamewell-FCI  is dedicated to staying one step ahead 
of the ever-increasing challenges of fire and life safety. 

Gamewell-FCI products are available through an authorized network of independent 
Engineered System Distributors. Our partnership with a wide variety of distribution 
outlets allows us to provide the most cost effective, non-proprietary fire & life safety 
products available today.

A Full Range of  Life Safety Products and Services
• Fire Alarm Control Panels • Advanced Detection

• Voice Evacuation Panels • Gas and Flame Detection

• Emergency Communications Systems • Notification Appliances
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To learn more visit  
http://www.gamewell-fci.com/products/s3
or scan here:


